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Preface 
Culture has a profound effect on the way people interact with, react to, think and feel 
about knowledge, symbols, situations, etc. Yet it is underestimated in AIED research. 
Most of the currently influential learning systems have indeed been created by and for 
developed world contexts and with Western cultural perspectives in mind. However 
in recent years, more and more opportunities to design, develop, and deploy 
educational software for and in different contexts have emerged. This state of affairs 
naturally leads to broader questions. What features of culture are important to 
consider in the design process? Can software designed and developed in a specific 
cultural context transfer to other parts of the world and remain effective? The answers 
to these questions remain unclear although a growing body of research suggests that 
the use of AIED systems across cultural contexts results in variations of the 
knowledge acquisition process. 
Over the last seven years, Culturally-Aware Tutoring Systems (CATS) workshops 
have been organized in conjunction with ITS2008, AIED2009, ITS2010, AIED2013, 
and ITS2014. The series is a venue for researchers to reflect on the universality of 
their work. CATS2015 thus proposes to discuss culture and AIED from five 
perspectives: 

1. Developing both pedagogical strategies and system infrastructure 
mechanisms that incorporate cultural features to enculturate AIED systems; 

2. Designing acquisition-oriented CATS, i.e. AIED systems to teach cultural 
knowledge and intercultural skills; 

3. Designing adaptation-oriented CATS, i.e. AIED systems that can be 
personalized overtly or automatically based on users’ cultural profiles; 

4. Considering human features that are connected with the learning process, 
and that are culturally-sensitive, e.g. affect, behavior, cognition, or 
motivation; and 

5. Considering cultural biases in the AIED research cycle. 
In addition to describing the current state of the art in these domains, the workshop 
engages participants in working to expand the reach of AIED research to a greater 
global audience, including those disadvantaged due to a lack of resources or other 
obstacles. 
Overseeing the quality of CATS2015 papers was a program committee of 37 
members from Asia, Europe, North America, and South America. The program 
committee members were well-versed in AIED, culture, technology, and other 
relevant fields.  The committee selected 4 full papers and 1 short paper for inclusion 
in this year’s workshop.   
We thank all the program committee members and authors for contributing their time 
and expertise to making CATS2015 possible. We also thank the Workshop Chairs 
and the Organizing Committee of AIED2015 for including CATS in this year’s 
conference.  

Ma Mercedes T. Rodrigo, Emmanuel G. Blanchard, Amy Ogan, & Isabela 
Gasparini 

The CATS2015 Co-Chairs 
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Abstract. Many theoretical cultural frameworks have been proposed in the 
literature. For comparisons and critiques of these frameworks to make sense, 
community members have to assign similar-enough meanings to the terms that 
they use when interacting. This entails overcoming the challenge of dealing 
with the imprecise and interpretable definitions conveyed in frameworks due to 
the use of common language. The MAUOC Ontological Ecology (MOE) ap-
proach offers a strategy for dealing with this through reinterpretation of all cul-
tural frameworks along a singular, common conceptual baseline. In this way, a 
far more cohesive, consistent, and controlled representation of cultural frame-
works becomes available compared to just common language descriptions. The 
purpose of this paper is to clarify the MOE methodology, and report initial ef-
forts into practically applying it to the Hofstede cultural framework. 

Keywords: Culture, Heavyweight Ontology, Systematic Methodology, Hof-
stede Framework 

1. Introduction 

Culture is a key phenomenon in many academic disciplines such as psychology, an-
thropology, sociology, education, philosophy, and therefore has been studied from 
diverse perspectives. Consequently, many theoretical frameworks have been pro-
posed, each with specific purposes as endorsed by different research communities. 
These frameworks are mostly described with common language terms which disguise 
the complexity and philosophical nuances within. For these reasons and others, 
frameworks are frequently prone to misinterpretation, and disagreements are common 
when conflicting claims are made regarding particular frameworks. A common source 
of dispute is the use of the same terminology across frameworks which may or may 
not refer to the same conceptualization, such as Individualism and Collectivism in the 
GLOBE and Hofstede frameworks [4].  

As an emerging interdisciplinary field, research on Culturally-Aware Tutoring Sys-
tems (CATS) is driven by scholars with different profiles, both in terms of cultural 
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backgrounds and expertise. This rich diversity places the CATS community in a 
unique position to properly tackle the techno-cultural objectives it has assigned to 
itself. However, the variety of existing cultural frameworks and the lack of time for 
many community members to deeply understand them creates challenges for cumulat-
ing research efforts and findings. Indeed, for comparisons and critiques to make 
sense, community members have to assign similar-enough meanings to the terms that 
they use when interacting. This is one way of overcoming the challenge of dealing 
with the imprecise and interpretable definitions conveyed in frameworks due to the 
use of common language. 

The More Advanced Upper Ontology of Culture (MAUOC) aims to identify con-
ceptual building blocks of the cultural domain, and it has several potential applica-
tions for CATS. The one that is considered in this paper is the possibility it offers for 
reinterpretation of all cultural frameworks along a singular, common conceptual base-
line. In this way, a far more cohesive, consistent, and controlled representation of 
cultural frameworks becomes available compared to just common language descrip-
tions. This would in turn promote objective comparisons between frameworks, and 
enhance interoperability between research efforts. Before this can be done, a struc-
tured, scientific methodology is necessary. One such strategy has been theorized and 
presented in [3]. It is referred to as the MAUOC Ontological Ecology (MOE) ap-
proach, and the purpose of this paper is to clarify this methodology, and report initial 
efforts into practically applying it to the challenges articulated earlier. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a justifica-
tion for the choice of heavyweight ontology engineering as the basis for this research, 
and briefly describes the development processes behind MAUOC and the MOE ap-
proach which motivate the systematic methodology taken in the paper. Section 3 goes 
into the specifics of this methodology, briefly describes the Hofstede cultural frame-
work, and gives insight regarding why this framework was chosen for analysis. The 
section then provides illustrative examples arising from the preliminary analysis of 
the Hofstede framework using the MOE approach, along with a brief discussion of 
each example. Section 4 discusses what is to be learnt from this preliminary investiga-
tion and identifies the limitations of the work so far. The paper concludes in Section 5 
with future plans for the investigation. 

2. Ontological Grounding of our Analytical Process 

2.1 A Heavyweight Ontology Initiative 

Heavyweight ontology engineering is strongly connected to the original philosophical 
meaning of ‘ontology’. Whereas heavyweight and other (lightweight) ontologies look 
similar to non-specialists (simply put, they could be seen as a set of con-
cepts/constructs interconnected with relations), the critical difference lies in the way 
heavyweight vs lightweight ontologies assign identities to these concepts/constructs 
and relations. Authors of lightweight ontologies commonly refer to a ‘rule of thumbs’ 
approach: they may look for, and accept a definition that makes sense to them in the 
context of the specific application(s) they have in mind, and according to their per-
sonal experience. This obviously limits its applicability while bringing risks of per-
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sonal and socio-cultural biases. Heavyweight ontologies on the other hand must not 
target a specific application, but rather aim to capture the true essence of a domain or 
task (as in philosophy). A definition obtained following proper heavyweight ontologi-
cal analyses can thus be reapplied in any situation related to the domain of interest.  

Eventually, distinctions between heavyweight and lightweight ontologies are large-
ly ignored by non-specialists. This is a major issue since these ontologies have very 
different properties. However, the purpose of this paper is not to reflect upon this 
point, and readers are invited to look at [8] for clarifications. Overall, if heavyweight 
ontologies are innately superior from a conceptual perspective, they have a major 
drawback: they are far more complex and consequently require more expertise and 
development time before being considered to be sufficiently stable for use. But for 
ontology specialists, these difficulties are overshadowed by the breadth of applicabil-
ity and the subsequent interoperability that heavyweight ontologies allow once stable-
enough. We therefore adopt a heavyweight ontological approach because capturing 
the philosophical essence of cultural frameworks requires careful, precise definitions 
that can bridge the operational data/solutions produced by different disciplines [3]. 

 
2.2 From MAUOC to MOE: Two Phases in Framework Reinterpretations 

 
Initiated in 2008 [1], MAUOC is a heavyweight ontology initiative. Rather than de-
scribing MAUOC itself, which is prohibitive in this paper due to space constraints 
(see [3] for an overview), we will now make a brief presentation of MAUOC’s devel-
opment process. This is essential for understanding the remainder of the paper be-
cause it forms the basis for the systematic methodology described in the next section. 
The process has several objectives:  

- Distinguishing ‘natural concepts’ (i.e. conceptual units which exist inherent-
ly in nature. See [8]) from ‘constructs’ (i.e. artificial conceptual units defined 
in the context of a framework to better carry out its message, connect with a 
user community, and/or facilitate its adoption and use) for the cultural do-
main,  

- Providing precise definitions for natural concepts by figuring out their essen-
tial parts and properties. These features are ‘essential’ because the removal 
of one of them leads instances to be classifiable in more than one definition. 
In the same time, a proper definition has to respect Okham’s razor principle, 
i.e. the simplest definition is always the best one. 

The development process of MAUOC can thus be decomposed into five steps: 
1. Acquiring a deep understanding of several cultural frameworks representing 

different schools of thought and disciplines 
2. Identifying major framework terms as ‘natural concept’ candidates 
3. Classifying the ideas behind these terms as trans-framework or framework-

specific into a more restricted ensemble of ‘natural concept’ candidates 
while discarding those that are too specific or not innately cultural 

4. Eliciting ontology-grade definitions for the remaining ‘natural concept’ can-
didates and their relations, and testing if the resulting ecology of concepts al-
lows for expressing any cultural situations and issues that may arise 

5. Iteratively repeating one or more of the previous steps if d) has failed, be-
cause this would mean that the current version of the ontology is incomplete, 
and/or includes inappropriately-defined elements. 
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In the course of its development, MAUOC has thus been revised many times be-
fore reaching the first version thought to be stable-enough [3]. Yet, one cannot be 
certain that the current version of MAUOC will not be challenged by cultural issues 
to be tested in the future. Developing MAUOC is both a top-bottom and bottom-up 
process that attempts to identify cultural building blocks by cross-analysing various 
frameworks. Now that a stable-enough version has been proposed, the MAUOC On-
tological Ecology (MOE) aims to further this initiative by following a bottom-up 
approach where ontological translations of cultural frameworks will be designed and 
grounded on these building blocks. In other words, the goal of MOE is not to state 
what frameworks should or should not say, but rather to achieve clearer and more 
precise formulations of what they already intend to say. 

Figure 1 presents a simplified view of MAUOC and MOE processes. Note that 
YAMATO is a top ontology, on which MAUOC is grounded (see [9]). 

 
Figure 1. A Simplified View of the MAUOC and MOE Development Processes.  

3. Applying the MOE Approach to Hofstede’s Framework 

3.1 A Systematic Methodology 

The systematic methodology described in this section is framework-independent and 
therefore it can be applied to any cultural framework for which intercultural compari-
sons are desired using the MOE approach. It is important to note that this process first 
requires the perspective of external reviewers who have no connection to the particu-
lar framework being studied in order to guard against bias [2]. This is crucial since the 
analysis deals with matters of interpretation and comparison of meanings. At this 
early stage, only the two authors of the paper are solely involved in the process. Both 
authors are independent of the cultural framework to which the methodology is being 
applied and both have different cultural backgrounds which provide an additional 
layer for guarding against bias. 

a) Identify major references for the cultural framework within the literature. 
Here, sources may include books, journal articles, or conference papers 
where the overarching quality is the frequency of reference.  

b) Identify key terms and several corresponding quoted definitions within these 
references, by authors of the framework and/or the representative user com-
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munity. Key terms, for our purposes, refer to words or phrases which define 
essential features or ideas that contribute towards the major theoretical un-
derpinnings of a cultural framework.  

c) Highlight any discrepancies, consistencies, and/or differences (if any) in the 
quoted definitions for the key terms. Two levels of analysis are performed in 
this step: Terminological analysis - which asks whether the definition is con-
sistent over time from a grammatical and a lexical perspective, and Concep-
tual/ontological analysis - which asks whether the definition is precise 
enough. Consistency refers the number of changes in the grammatical and 
lexical structure across the quoted definitions, and it is used to assess wheth-
er those changes may alter the meaning in the definitions over time. Preci-
sion refers to the self-explanatory nature of expression used in the quoted 
definition, and the extent to which that expression is potentially subject to in-
terpretations amongst readers. 

d) Determine whether a coherent, durable definition can be extracted for each 
key term. In this step, a key term would still be expressed in common lan-
guage, but it would now be ontology-ready. In other words, the term would 
have a logical and consistent structure that is made up of several other con-
ceptualizations that fit together precisely.  

e) Consult with experts of the cultural framework to assess the validity of the 
extracted definitions in keeping with the intended ‘spirit’ of the framework. 
If necessary, the definitions would be refined or modified to eventually come 
to a consensual definition that satisfies both the experts and reviewers while 
still remaining ontology-ready. 

f) Interpret and convert the resulting common language, consensual definitions 
to MAUOC-grade formulations, using logical representations such as math-
ematical notations or those originating from HOZO. 

Our approach currently focuses on achieving ‘heavyweight ontology’-grade defi-
nitions for constructs articulated in various cultural frameworks, and as such it 
only partially reflects the vision stated in MOE. Subsequent and interleaved steps 
are thus required to clearly state relations and dependencies between these con-
struct definitions in order to achieve true MAUOC-grounded ontologies. 

3.2 Primer on Hofstede’s Framework 

The Hofstede cultural framework was chosen as the starting point in this research for 
several reasons. Firstly, it is the most popular one used in intercultural research as 
evidenced by the large body of work using the framework for theoretical and practical 
reference. Due to over 30 years of study, it is also one of the best documented and 
consequently one of the most attacked and critiqued of the available frameworks. This 
rich body of work and the clear evolution that naturally has taken place in the frame-
work due to intense scrutiny, further provides a good distribution of terms upon 
which to test our methodology. 

A brief description of the Hofstede framework is necessary at this point in order to 
give readers a sense of what the framework is about. The Hofstede framework takes 
an empirical, generalized approach towards studying cultural differences. It focuses 
on the identification of dimensions of national culture which were originally: Power 
Distance, Individualism, Masculinity, and Uncertainty Avoidance [5]. Since then, two 
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more dimensions have been added to the framework: Long Term Orientation and 
Indulgence vs Restraint [7]. These dimensions are used to score and classify countries 
according to how members of those societies cope with problems and concerns that 
are basic to all human societies [7]. Using these scores and statistical relationships 
between the dimensions, the framework quantified the differences reported across 40 
countries originally in 1980. The data set has since been extended to 107 countries 
[7]. Country clusters were used to account for cultural observations about behaviour 
which may apply at various levels (national, regional, individual). Table 1 shows 
definitions of the six Hofstede dimensions, as well as scores for three countries. 

Table 1. Hofstede Dimensions and Country Scores for Three Sample Countries 

Hofstede’s  
Dimension 

Dimension Description U.S.A. Spain Japan 

Power  
Distance 

The degree to which the less powerful 
members of a society accept and expect 
power to be distributed unequally 

40 57 54 

Individualism Preference for a loosely-knit social 
framework 

91 51 46 

Masculinity Preference for achievement, material 
rewards, assertiveness over modesty, 
cooperation, caring 

62 42 95 

Uncertainty 
Avoidance 

The degree to which members of a soci-
ety feel uncomfortable with uncertainty 
and ambiguity 

46 86 92 

Long Term 
Orientation 

The degree to which a society maintains 
links with its own past while dealing 
with challenges of the present and future 

26 48 88 

Indulgence  
vs Restraint 

The degree to which a society allows 
relatively free gratification of basic and 
natural human drives over suppression 
and regulation with strict social norms 

68 44 42 

3.3 Illustrative Examples and Analyses  

In applying the MOE systematic methodology to the Hofstede framework, three ref-
erence sources [5, 6, 7] were selected. These three refer to some of the most common-
ly cited sources of the framework, and together they cover over 30 years of the 
framework’s evolution: the original source in 1980, the currently most cited source 
from 2001, and the most recent source in 2010. To illustrate part of the process, only 
6 framework-specific terms were selected for analysis and presentation in this paper 
due to space constraints. The 6 key terms were chosen since they are core terms for 
the Hofstede framework (and most other frameworks), they test different situations in 
the methodology, and they are commonly used in the user community. These terms 
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are considered according to their meaning in the scope of the Hofstede’s framework. 
Hence there must be no confusion between some of these constructs (e.g. value, or 
dimensions) and heavyweight ontology concepts using the same labels (see [9]).  

Table 2 below shows the directly quoted definitions (if present) extracted for each 
key term from each source. Summarized, unquoted descriptions are provided if there 
were no formal definitions found for a given key term. The sources [5, 6, 7] are re-
ferred to as 1), 2), and 3) respectively. It should be noted that only the first three steps 
of the systematic methodology were carried out on the Hofstede framework in this 
paper. 

Table 2. Six Key Terms in Hofstede’s Framework and their Representative Defini-
tions in Reference Sources from 1980, 2001, and 2010. 

Key Terms Key Term Definitions from Hofstede Sources 

Value 1) “A value is a broad tendency to prefer certain states of affairs 
over others.” (1980, p.19) 

2) “A value is a broad tendency to prefer certain states of affairs 
over others.” (2001, p.9) 

3) “Values are broad tendencies to prefer certain states of affairs 
over others.” (2010, p.9) 

Culture 1) “The collective programming of the mind which distinguishes 
the member of one human group from another.” (1980, p.25) 

2) “The collective programming of the mind that distinguishes 
the members of one group or category of people from anoth-
er.” (2001, p.9) 

3) “The collective programming of the mind that distinguishes 
the members of one group or category of people from others.” 
(2010, p.6) 

Dimension 1) Empirically verifiable, independent phenomena (behaviours of 
individuals or situations, institutions, or organizations) on 
which cultures can be meaningfully ordered. (1980, p.36) 

2) A dimension is described by two possible extremes which can 
be seen as ideal types.  “A dimension is rooted in a basic prob-
lem which all societies have to cope, but on which their an-
swers vary.” (2001, p.28-29) 

3) “A dimension is an aspect of a culture that can be measured 
relative to other cultures.” A dimension groups together a 
number of phenomena in a society that were empirically found 
to occur in combination. (2010, p.31) 

Individualism 1) “... the relationship between the individual and the collectivity 
which prevails in a given society.” (1980) 

2) “... the relationship between the individual and the collectivity 
that prevails in a given society.” (2001, p.209).  
“Individualism stands for a society in which the ties between 
individuals are loose: Everyone is expected to look after 
her/his immediate family only.” (2001, p.225) 

3) “Individualism pertains to the societies in which the ties 
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between individuals are loose: everyone is expected to look 
after him- or herself and his or her immediate family.” (2010, 
p.92) 

Collectivism 1) No formal definition in the 1980 source.  
2) “Collectivism stands for a society in which people from birth 

onwards are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which 
throughout people’s lifetime continue to protect them in ex-
change for unquestioning loyalty.” (2001, p.225). “Collectiv-
ism is the degree to which individuals are supposed to remain 
integrated into groups usually around the family.” (2001, p. 
xx) 

3) “Collectivism pertains to societies in which people from birth 
onward are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which 
throughout people’s lifetime continue to protect them in ex-
change for unquestioning loyalty.” (2010, p.92) 

IDV  
Dimension 

1) “It describes the relationship between the individual and the 
collectivity which prevails in a given society.” (1980) 

2) “It describes the relationship between the individual and the 
collectivity that prevails in a given society.” (2001, p.209) 
“Individualism versus collectivism is related to the integration 
of individuals into primary groups.” (2001, p. 29). The IDV 
dimension is defined also by combining the Individualism and 
Collectivism definitions from 2) above.(2001, p.225) 

3) The IDV Dimension is defined by combining the Individual-
ism and Collectivism definitions from 3) above. (2010, p.92) 

Value. Terminologically, the definition of value is cohesive from 1980 to 2010 
with one grammatical change in 2010. The grammatical change, i.e. pluralisation, 
does not affect the meaning of the definition so it is cohesive from this perspective. 
However it is ontologically since inner terms leave room for interpretation (state of 
affairs, broad tendency – what do they refer to? Are these to be understood from a 
group, individual, or both levels?). 

Culture. The definition is terminologically-inconsistent due to changes between 
1980 and 2001 from member to members, and one human group to one group or 
category of people, and from another to others in 2010. In all of the definitions, com-
parisons are made between A and B, but the nature of A and B changes with each 
evolution of the definition. This has ontological implications for the cardinality of the 
comparisons namely a shift from a one-to-one comparison between two individuals in 
1980 to a many-to-many comparison across individuals from two groups in 2001 to a 
broader comparison between not just two groups but amongst many groups in 2010.  
There are also imprecise inner terms: collective programming of the mind and human 
group.  

Dimension. The first plain definition for dimension is found in the 2010 source. 
The term was used and described in 1980 and 2001 across a few pages, however 
neither source provides a precise definition; the salient parts are summarised in Table 
2. Terminologically, there is no cohesion amongst the descriptions. Ontologically, the 
lack of more than one plain definition provides more room for interpretation. The 
2001 quote is imprecise since inner terms (rooted on, basic problem) are subject to 
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interpretation, whereas society is not clearly defined. The 2010 quote is also ontologi-
cally imprecise due to interpretable inner terms such as aspect, and culture. The 
measurable property of a dimension is however coherently and consistently articulat-
ed across all three sources. 

Individualism. The quotes are terminologically cohesive for the first part between 
1980 and 2001. The additional section added in 2001 is not cohesive with 1980, and 
not consistent with the 2010 due to two evolutions: society to societies and immediate 
family only to him or herself and his or her immediate family. Ontologically, there is 
a change in cardinality as in the culture definition, and the inner terms are imprecise 
in 1980 (relationship), and imprecise and subjective in both 2001 and 2010 (ties, 
loose). 

Collectivism. Terminologically there is limited cohesion with no formal definition 
in 1980, and one evolution between the common quotes in 2001 and 2010: society 
changes to societies. Ontologically, the definitions in 2001 and 2010 are imprecise 
due to inner terms requiring further explanations (strong, cohesive in-groups, society, 
protect - from what, why, and by whom? -, unquestioning loyalty - allegiance to 
whom?, forced or voluntary? -). 

IDV (Individualism-Collectivism) Dimension. The quotes from 1980 and the 
first part of 2001 are terminologically cohesive but ontologically imprecise due to 
inner terms requiring further definition (relationship, collectivity). The quotes from 
the second part of 2001 and that of 2010 have the same outcome as the individualism 
and collectivism analyses above. 

4. Discussion 

The analysis in the previous section should not be construed as a criticism or praise of 
the Hofstede framework, nor should it be seen as an effort to create our own defini-
tions for key terms. Rather, the intention is to raise awareness of the possible interpre-
tations of the framework’s core terms which can have wide-reaching implications for 
CATS research especially if misunderstanding and oversights are not cleared up. 
Contradictions from incorrect usage of framework term can lead to wrong conclu-
sions in educational applications, and cascade dangerously in culturally-aware con-
texts. The goal is therefore to understand the cultural framework and confirm whether 
existing definitions are prone to significant misunderstandings. 

At this point we cannot say that the MOE methodology is fully validated yet since 
the research is still in its early stages. More work is needed, and naturally there are 
limitations. Only three quotes were used for each term and we agree that more and 
deeper reflection is needed for each term in order to solidify the analysis. In addition, 
quotes were sourced from material written by authors of the framework only. User 
community quotes can help identify further misunderstandings as well as consensus 
from a broader perspective, and should be investigated as well. Finally, only the first 
three steps of the MOE systematic methodology were carried out on the Hofstede 
framework. Despite this, clear risks of misinterpretation were identified for key term 
definitions in the framework in these early, simple stages. As ontology-ready defini-
tions are extracted and validated through consultation with experts of the cultural 
framework, the systematic process hopefully will reveal weaknesses in the MOE 
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approach as well as provide additional validation of the soundness of existing con-
cepts in MAUOC. For example, if a definition requires particular concepts that should 
have been defined in MAUOC, the missing concepts can be added to strengthen the 
ontology. If successful, this investigation will then create a baseline for analysing 
other existing cultural frameworks, and produce further validation of MAUOC as a 
deep ontological model of culture. Folk-based validation of definitions could also 
provide practical insight since ontologies, both lightweight and heavyweight, require 
a community of users. This type of validation however needs to be moderated since 
reliance on inexperienced users can lead to the design of a folksonomy. It is nonethe-
less still useful to be considered for future work. 

5. Conclusion and Future Research 

Derived from the MAUOC Ontological Ecology (MOE) approach, this paper present-
ed a systematic methodology for overcoming the challenge of dealing with the impre-
cise and interpretable definitions conveyed in cultural frameworks due to the use of 
common language. Preliminary analysis of the Hofstede framework, using the MOE 
approach, indicates that the methodology is holding up. The next steps involve analy-
sis of more Hofstede framework key terms, such as national culture, and country 
score for examples, and figuring out whether ontology-ready definitions are possible 
for the quoted definitions collected thus far in consultation with framework experts.  
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Abstract. Research shows the benefits of active learning in American college 
classrooms. International graduate students in American universities may face 
difficulties in teaching students with different cultural dispositions. The current 
research uses power distance to explore cultural juxtapositions in classrooms 
and personal informatics design to propose an adaptive system for cultural ac-
quisition. The work shows that even though instructors are aware of the dis-
tinctly Western value of speaking up in class, they do not employ it in their own 
classes. They show surprise at the amount of time they spend lecturing, but they 
express ambivalence about the importance of vocal contributions from the stu-
dents. We describe a technical system design that supports the development of 
cultural fluency by providing ITAs with feedback such as visualizations of time 
spent lecturing and suggestions for strategy selection in culturally challenging 
scenarios. The system would reflect changes in classroom activity over time as 
a way for TAs to reflect on their own professional development. 

Keywords: Power distance, international teaching assistants, classroom activi-
ty, personal informatics 

1 Introduction 

Research in the learning sciences has recently produced an explosion of experimental 
evidence that college students benefit from less lecture and more student activity. This 
evidence exists even for content-heavy science, technology, engineering, and mathe-
matics (STEM) classes where instructors have traditionally emphasized the im-
portance of covering and memorizing facts rather than exploring, curating, and con-
structing knowledge. Most of these studies have taken place in American classrooms 
and have not addressed questions of cultural dimensions of learning and teaching. 
Meanwhile, the number of international graduate students teaching introductory 
STEM classes in American universities continues to grow. These students tend not to 
have experienced the cultural shift toward active learning and its concomitant de-
crease in social distance to figures of authority that is familiar to most students from 
the U.S. This can lead to challenges for international graduate students in the U.S. 
when they are required to teach American students.  
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The CATS community has a history of developing systems to improve education 
and cultural awareness. We build on this line of research by focusing on new design 
methods that frame the instructor as both the learner and the agent of change in the 
classroom. Using methods from Personal Informatics (PI), we explore the state of 
international teaching assistants (ITAs) leading STEM classes in an American univer-
sity, and propose a system that potentially simplifies the implementation of active 
learning in order to more fully engage students.  

PI is an approach to behavior change and maintenance that gathers user data and 
generates digital artifacts for reflection, such as visualizations of change toward a 
behavioral goal. Very little research has looked at its value in education, and none has 
attempted to use it to better understanding culture. It incorporates methods of contex-
tual design and development that may be valuable in improving educational outcomes 
while investigating culturally adaptive interactions. 

To assess the feasibility of this line of research and development, we carried out 
several overlapping activities: classroom observation of ITAs in action in order to 
understand the context need for adaptive instruments, surveys and interviews in order 
to understand how ITAs might make sense of classroom behavior, and data visualiza-
tion feedback for ITAs in order to understand and explore the potential interface for a 
PI system. Finally we constructed and evaluated a prototype classroom detection sys-
tem to investigate if we could sense relevant behaviors.  

We confirmed that ITAs' knew of the cultural value of classroom activity, yet their 
recitations were almost completely based on lecture, with little student participation. 
They were open to more classroom activity, but with some reservations. They shared 
an interest in monitoring their teaching behaviors and aligning their performance with 
expert models. Also, our technical system functioned with 85% accuracy. We propose 
that these findings support further investigation of PI methods for investigating and 
supporting the acquisition of cultural fluency in unfamiliar educational contexts.  

2 Background 

Several decades of research in U.S. higher education has produced a wealth of studies 
showing the benefits of active learning compared to passive lecture and fact memori-
zation [1, 2, 3, 4]. These studies have investigated and advocated active learning tac-
tics such as think-pair-share and cooperative learning, showing that students improve 
academically, socially, and psychologically [1, 4]. Like most education research, the 
studies tend not to include considerations of cultural dimensions of learning. Cultural 
dimensions of instructors and learners in American universities are poorly understood. 
Given the evidence that different cultures have different valuations of student activity 
in the classroom [5, 6], the call for increased student participation may create a ten-
sion when it fails to address how international instructors perceive and value active 
learning practices. This situation deserves attention as the number of international 
graduate students teaching STEM classes in the U.S. continues to grow [7].  

One way to orient the conversation about cultural differences in praxis is to frame 
it in terms of power distance [8, 9]. Higher and lower national indices of power dis-
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tance (PDI) attempt to describe the level of deference that individuals express toward 
members of higher and lower social status. Given the long history of measurable so-
cial distance between Asian students and American instructors [5, 6], power distance 
is a reasonable construct with which to study classroom practices. It seems to have a 
direct mapping to the differences students exhibit as a function of cultural orientation 
to learning [9]. A low PDI score of 40 in the U.S., compared to 77 and 80 in India and 
China [8], may partially explain these students' general tendencies to speak or remain 
silent when they attend American university classes, regardless of how well they 
know the material [6]. 

This distance is becoming increasingly important to address. International enroll-
ment to American graduate schools has grown since 2005, with the most recent report 
showing a 17% jump in enrollment to engineering schools and a 40% increase in 
graduate students from India [7]. These students often fund their education by teach-
ing small classes that act as a supplement to large introductory STEM courses. These 
small classes, normally called recitations, allow groups of undergraduates from a 
large class to review course material and interact more closely with each other and an 
expert instructor.  

Although many states require ITAs to pass an oral proficiency exam before teach-
ing, there is little support for developing cultural fluency (or even general teaching 
skills). In other domains, such as health and finance, PI has recently emerged as a 
technique for motivating changes in behavior [10–13] with only a small investment of 
time or conscious effort on the part of the user. It is a new class of socio-technical 
system based on self-monitoring through data visualization [14]. The process helps 
motivate people to make new decisions by increasing their awareness of behaviors 
that are normally obscure and hard to observe, such as encouraging more activity by 
showing people a record of how much (or how little) they move throughout the day. 
That awareness is a critical step in the process of making changes [12]. These systems 
have gained popularity due to advances in wearable technology and smartphones. 
Current PI systems can track a user’s number of steps [10], hours and quality of sleep 
[15], levels of glucose in relation to food intake [16], consumption of non-renewable 
goods [17], and many more important activities that are hard to monitor without tech-
nological assistance.  

Research investigating how people use and make sense of PI systems produced a 
five-stage model of behavior change that applies to a large number of general cases 
[14]. The model (Preparation, Collection, Integration, Reflection, and Action) de-
scribes the types of data users collect, the integration of data collection and reflection 
into a daily routine, and the transition from reflection to goal setting. The framework 
provides a list of barriers and design recommendations for each stage. Researchers 
have recently proposed that incorporating this framework into adaptive training sys-
tems may improve classroom interactions [18], but only one project has evaluated 
such an application. The Live Interest Meter is a PI system that tracks student en-
gagement through a mobile app and provides data visualization to the instructor. It 
shows the potential to increase audience engagement and instructor responsiveness 
[19], but at the cost of increased cognitive demand by relying on live manual data 
input. Our system advances this work by investigating automatic detection of the 
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presence of classroom features that may indicate enhanced learning, such as peer-to-
peer interaction and student participation, both of which have been shown to correlate 
with students' critical thinking in American universities [20], and both of which 
would likely be difficult for cultural non-natives to enact in their classrooms [21]. 
Additional strategies for involving students include the use of student names, asking 
students to elaborate on ideas, and asking deep questions [22]. 

AIED work has addressed professional development for teachers by means of stu-
dent tracking and data visualization [23, 24], but these systems have focused on 
online learning or blended classrooms, and did not offer instructors guidance on how 
to enact change in a live classroom. Other systems have attempted to visualize student 
participation (e.g., [25, 26]), but these have been deployed to support students’ own 
self-reflection rather than to support the instructor, and only in online applications 
where participation can be tracked through clickstream data. 

In our work, we advance the state of the art by focusing on the instructor as the 
primary agent of change. We focus on student participation in class as an achievable 
goal that is likely to provide academic benefits to students and cultural fluency for 
ITAs. The current stage of the work includes classroom observations and iterative 
phases of design for the adaptive system. Specifically, we wanted to answer the fol-
lowing research questions: 

1. Do ITAs from a culture with a high PDI encourage active classrooms? 
2. Are ITAs open to adapting their teaching style to an unfamiliar cultural context? 
3. Are ITAs open to using PI to set and reflect on goals for their teaching? 
4. Can we easily and inexpensively sense and create visualizations of classroom ac-

tivity in terms of TA and student interactions? 

3 Method 

To answer the research questions, we recruited 5 ITAs, observed them teaching, is-
sued surveys, conducted interviews, and showed them visualizations of their class-
room data. We also developed a prototype technical system to detect instructor talk, 
student talk, and silence.  

The TAs were all from India, male, and in their mid-twenties. India has a relatively 
high PDI (77) compared to the U.S. (40). Each TA had similar levels of teaching ex-
perience and content knowledge. None of them had received pedagogical training by 
the institution or the professor in charge of the course. We observed six to seven ses-
sions of each TA's weekly course, a sophomore level computer science recitation, for 
a total of 32 sessions. We logged behaviors that would adduce attempts to engage 
active learning. We inferred activity from frequency and duration of student talk, as 
opposed to TA talk and silence. We logged the time and locus of all spoken contribu-
tions in order to extrapolate episodes of discussion vs. passive lecture.  

We surveyed and interviewed the ITAs about their teaching experiences in and 
perspectives on American classrooms. The survey collected theoretical orientations 
toward cultural dimensions of learning via items such as demographics, definitions of 
terms (e.g., "classroom contribution"), and perceived locus of responsibility for learn-
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ing (e.g., instructor, student, or a combination). We met with each TA three times 
during the semester (totaling 2.5 – 4 hours per TA) to discuss their survey responses, 
their perspectives on and motivations for teaching, and to explore their own teaching 
behaviors with data visualizations. 

The data visualizations were initial sketches of what might exist in a PI system. 
These were meant as a probe for discussion that allowed TAs to reflect on the behav-
iors they most wanted to capture and view. This is a common technique in the design 
of new computing systems when there are no design patterns or social conventions to 
inform the design space [i.e., 27]. We gathered reactions to the visualizations, and 
redesigned them after each round of feedback. We also probed TAs on their willing-
ness to try new teaching techniques, such as praising students, using students' names, 
encouraging elaboration, and asking difficult questions. To analyze the results we 
transcribed the interviews and iteratively searched for areas of strong agreement and 
disagreement amongst the participants' comments. 

Finally, we developed an initial prototype system for a feasibility study, following 
a typical user-centered design process. We synthesized a set of system needs from the 
observations and interviews and proposed a minimal set of detection requirements. 
We developed a prototype system with two Microsoft Kinects and tested it with 20 
students and a 60-minute lecture that included various kinds of classroom talk. We 
hand-coded the audio data with discrete categories of instructor talk, no talk, and 
student talk. Periods when students talked simultaneously were coded as student talk. 
We tested these categories against the Kinect's angle detection, confidence calcula-
tion, and audio amplitude, i.e., whether or not the device picked up sound and if so, 
where in the room it originated. 

4 Findings 

Exploring the presence of classroom activity, we observed that ITAs conducted nearly 
all recitation sections as lectures covering a subset of slides from the most recent pri-
mary course lecture. Instructor talk dominated the class, taking up 91.97% of class 
time (SD=3.6%). Student talk took up only 5.25% of class time on average 
(SD=2.3%), and the length of their contributions averaged 6.2 seconds (Median=3.4, 
SD=12.6). The most common prompt for student participation was to ask the class, 
"Do you have any questions?" The resulting patterns of speech were as follows:  

1. TA-talk | silence | TA-talk 
2. TA-talk | silence | Student-talk | TA-talk 
3. TA-talk | silence | Student-talk | Student-talk 

TAs were the first to speak after 85% of their pauses (SD=.088) (pattern 1). 13% of 
the time (SD=.088) students responded, followed by the TA again (pattern 2). These 
student contributions were typically brief. 2% of the time (SD .02) a different student 
contribution followed immediately from a prior student (pattern 3). 

 Student-student interactions were rare. From an active learning perspective, these 
interactions are useful as students build on each other’s ideas. These conversations 
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were typically animated discussions of the course content that took place in the few 
minutes before class began. TAs usually called a stop to such interactions in order to 
begin the lecture, and over the course of the semester most students stopped talking as 
soon as the TA entered the room. This matched an overall pattern of decreasing stu-
dent talk (and attendance) for most classes over the semester.  

ITAs did express that student participation was important to them, but they defined 
participation as students asking or answering questions. They used that information 
for diagnosis. TA-2: “If you … don’t answer [a question asked by the instructor] 
there is no way for a teacher to know whether you are understanding what he is 
teaching or what is going on.” Nevertheless, the TAs made lecturing their priority, 
and student questions were a distraction from this goal. TA-5: “Maybe I might want to 
involve their participation a bit more than what it is, but I also fear by doing so [that I 
won’t] be able to complete the contents.”  

To explore ITAs' positions on the cultural dimensions of the American classroom, 
we asked about their explanation for student silence (pattern 1). They speculated that 
students already understood the content, only had specific questions about their own 
work, feared appearing dumb, or that they would rather check with peers. When asked 
how one might increase participation, there were two types of response: ask students 
if they have questions (TA-1: "Probably I should ask more times if they have ques-
tions."), and push student to respond to recall questions (TA-3: "I’ll say … at least 
take a guess … I'm sure that one of them will say something."). 

 Viewing visualizations of their teaching helped to assess the TAs' stance toward 
adopting new cultural strategies. At times these graphs triggered immediate motiva-
tion for change. When TA-1 saw he talked 99% of the time in the preceding class 
(Fig. 1), he shared that an interactive class was important to him and that he wanted to 
include the students more. Yet when he later viewed four weeks of data revealing that 
he never spoke less than 95% of the time (Fig. 2), he became frustrated with the stu-
dents. “I would prefer if the class had more [student participation]. I keep asking if 
there are any questions, but no one speaks so, I cannot help this one.”  

We probed TAs about their attitudes toward culturally specific strategies for teach-
er-student interaction. TAs generally agreed that lengthening the pause after asking 
students a question might be useful and expressed a familiarity with the idea. They 
showed interest in the tactic of pausing after a student stops talking, and were sur-
prised that it might be valuable. When asked about asking students to elaborate, they 
expressed skepticism, sharing that students should only elaborate when the instructor 
does not understand them. We probed them on asking students deep questions from 
course content as opposed to simple recall questions. This met with mixed reactions. 
Most worried that asking hard questions would reduce the time needed to cover the 
material, and all were reluctant to slow down class. TA-5 described his technique of 
asking content questions in order to highlight important concepts, but only when the 
questions could be answered rapidly. 

We raised the idea of calling on students by their name and of praising their contri-
butions as approaches to create a supportive environment for student participation. 
Most TAs agreed that these ideas would help students feel valued and might improve 
their confidence in the learning process, but none of them were willing to employ 
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these techniques. They worried that they might call a student by the wrong name and 
feel embarrassed, or that calling on a student directly might make them feel picked 
on. TA-2 shared that calling on specific students would point out that the student had 
not been speaking and that this might generate shame.  

After looking at many visualizations of their classroom behaviors, including talk 
time, distribution of student participation, number of unique speakers per class, pro-
portions of each event type per class, changes in rates across multiple classes, time-
lines of event types, and more, almost all TAs expressed an interest in eliciting more 
student talk, but each spoke about wanting explicit goals for different behaviors. How 
much is the right amount of student and TA talk? How long should the TA wait after 
asking a question? Are enough of the students participating? Most also asked how 
their individual data compared to the other TAs in the course. They were all open to 
the idea of using a PI system to empirically answer these kinds of questions. 

Finally, as a first technical step towards a PI system, we built a prototype detector 
for speaker events meant to identify three states of classroom discourse that would 
indicate interesting patterns of events when viewed in sequence: (i) instructor speak-
ing (in front of class), (ii) student speaking (from seats), and (iii) no one speaking for 
at least one second. Researchers have previously had success using microphone arrays 
for speaker localization [e.g. 28], a process that triangulates the angle of a noise 
source in relation to microphones placed in a line (the array). We chose to use the 
Microsoft Kinect, an inexpensive commodity device with a robust microphone array, 
a developers’ kit, and a support community for software development. 

In our 60-minute test of various kinds of classroom talk, we evaluated the accuracy 
of a single Kinect on one side of a classroom and the inclusion of a second Kinect at 
the front of the room facing the students. We used a Nominal Logistic Fit for Catego-
ries test (JMP V.10.0) with standard output from the device (angle detection and con-
fidence), and were able to discriminate between students and the instructor with high 
accuracy (Table 1). We expanded the test to also detect silence by including average 
amplitude for each second of recorded audio as an input variable. This reduced accu-
racy overall, but much of that loss was amended by the inclusion of a second Kinect.  

 
Fig. 1. TA-1's first day of recorded data. 

 
Fig. 2. Aggregate talk time for TA-1 across four classes.  
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Table 1. Accuracy of Kinects detecting instructor talk, student talk, and no talk 

 
1 Kinect 2 Kinects 

Student/Instructor 94.78% 95.36% 
Student/Instructor/Silent 77.70% 85.44% 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

Our research explored classroom activity in a university STEM course taught by 
graduate students from a country with a PDI higher than the host country. We used 
design methods from PI to better understand the perspectives of ITAs who teach in an 
unfamiliar cultural context. This process led to the development of a prototype system 
for identifying levels of classroom activity based on speech events that could indicate 
higher order discourse phenomena. Our findings suggest that ITAs and their students 
may benefit from an adaptive feedback system built on measuring levels of classroom 
activity, and that international instructors would be open to using such a system. 

ITAs were open to varying degrees of active learning techniques in their own 
classrooms. Some were easy for them to imagine using (e.g., pausing after students 
talk), and others were harder to accept (e.g., asking for elaboration). They showed 
reluctance to decrease the amount of time spent "covering" critical course material, 
yet they all valued when students got involved in the lecture. These tensions are clues 
that an adaptive system for cultural training may need do more than measure and 
report on behavior, but also provide scaffolding for implementing relatively low-cost 
active learning strategies, such as think-pair-share. The next step would be to assess 
the user's knowledge and stance toward different contextual behaviors and provide 
individualized instruction and adding more advanced scaffolding prompts as the TA 
becomes ready for them. Future research would need to navigate this complex space. 
To refine the detection system further and more easily differentiate between user 
states, it would be possible to include machine learning and more factors than we 
currently use, such as Kinect error rates, classroom details, pitch fluctuations and 
filters, and so on. With more tuning the system might identify individual speakers, 
leading to reflection opportunities based on individual student speaking patterns. Turn 
detection at this level could point out disproportionate properties of classroom talk, 
such as a group of dominant speakers.  

There are aspects of the classroom that the proposed system would not be able to 
detect. ITAs were curious about whether they had lectured for "too long." They made 
reasonable requests, such as seeing when they had made a "good" explanation, or if 
students understood the material. A fully operational PI system would necessarily 
need supplemental human input to provide such feedback, which is already standard 
practice in current systems: much like annotating the quality of a recent jog when 
using a fitness-tracking app, our proposed system could request post-class assess-
ments from students or the TA. Some TAs remarked that it would be a simple proce-
dure to personally label the broad topic of the class, or the context of specific pauses 
throughout the lecture if they were able to review the data and access the audio. Alt-
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hough previous PI systems have not explored user input this deeply, such interactions 
would be possible to implement, and may be critical for system design. 

Our study only observed one genre of recitation, but there are many others. It is 
critically important to assess how much the observed behaviors in this study were an 
artifact of culture, context, or simply being new to teaching. In our current work we 
are performing additional observations of a broad selection of classroom contexts 
taught by students from many different cultural backgrounds in order to assist in mak-
ing these distinctions.  

Research in professional development for teachers might note that our work did not 
address the quality of interactions, but only quantity and abstract patterns of dis-
course. As a first step, we argue that any increase in student talk would more closely 
align with the cultural context of the U.S. classroom, although in the future quality 
may prove to be a critical area of investigation. Currently, however, the space of cul-
tural acquisition for graduate students and the professional development of novice 
instructors is under-investigated, and thus this early work makes a contribution.  

The implications of this research are important in their potential to address the lack 
of research in supporting the cultural fluency of ITAs in a challenging new environ-
ment. Our work shows preliminary evidence that PI could be an approach to support 
reflection on classroom dynamics and an opportunity to adaptively expand an instruc-
tor's set of pedagogical tools. The impact of the work points to a better experience for 
international graduate students and potentially better learning for their students. 
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Abstract.  With the aim of assessing the use of intelligent tutoring technology 
for math teaching in Chilean public schools, an experimental study was per-
formed in the period 2013-2014.  Although it was a successful experience in 
terms of number of participants and learning outcomes, it was not achieved 
without a number of difficulties which could be explained by focusing on the 
cultural challenges encountered in the endeavor. In this paper we explore the 
impact of cultural dimensions such as: organizational strategies and structure; 
organizational culture; pedagogical processes, human resources, and technology 
deployment. We characterize each one of these aspects by means of a qualita-
tive study of the implementation process, involving tasks such as planning and 
technical support, class observations, interviews, and support to teachers in the 
classroom and lab. As a result, we propose a Diagnostic Chart which could help 
in the identification of pre-conditions to be solved at an earlier stage of the im-
plementation phase. 
 

Keywords: Intelligent tutoring experimentation; teaching strategies; country-
specific developments; evaluation of CAL systems 

1 Introduction 

We describe a qualitative study focused on cultural issues encountered in the imple-
mentation of intelligent tutoring technology for Chilean public middle schools (5th to 
8th grade in a K-12 system)1. The experimentation was carried out during two aca-
demic years (2013, 2014) and one of its objectives was to understand the challenges 
faced by teachers, students and authorities when engaged in the change of their teach-

                                                             
1 By implementation we refer to the complex endeavor of introducing new strategies and tech-

nology into the teaching-learning processes. This includes development and adaptation of 
software tools, planning, training, demos, on-line and field support. 
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ing-learning strategies by means of intelligent tutors2. The long range vision is to 
improve math learning in public education for underserved populations. 

Based on the literature and the experimentations’ findings, we have identified cul-
ture-oriented critical factors to be dealt with when implementing an intelligent tutor-
ing system environment in the math class. From this characterization we construct a 
Diagnostic Chart which could help identifying pre-conditions to be solved at an earli-
er stage of the implementation process. 

The implementation endeavor includes the development of a pedagogical frame-
work that, considering scarce technological resources, takes advantage of personal-
ized student-centered activities in the computer lab and collaborative-constructivist 
strategies in the classroom. Even though the ultimate goal has been to improve math 
learning among students, the core methodology has focused on the teachers: they 
provided training for teachers and implemented teaching support tools. In the training 
courses, the new technology-based strategies were socialized, situated and adapted to 
local contexts. We wanted to make sure teachers felt motivated and are willing partic-
ipants-leaders of the required change process. After training, we provide constant 
support and follow-up of the implementation in the classroom and lab. 

The focus is on the tools and support activities needed by teachers to adequately 
implement the new technology-enhanced teaching strategies. This involves substantial 
change in the teacher’s attitude, motivations, activities, and plans.  The teachers need 
training, time and support for studying and planning the new classroom-lab strategies. 
It involves major changes in planning, instructional design and the teaching processes 
itself; it is a complex task. We have identified that once the basic technology issues 
are resolved (computer labs with one functioning PC for each student, reliable local 
area networks, client software correctly installed, sufficient Internet access to the 
servers, and effective technical support), there are several cultural-organizational 
drawbacks that work against a successful implementation. Most teachers complain 
about the extra effort required for the process. 

To understand the particularities associated with setting up a class on an intelligent 
tutoring environment, we first describe the technology and its strategies.  

1.1 Cognitive Tutor Technology 

Following the theoretical principles developed by Anderson [1], [2], a personalized 
digital learning system known as a Cognitive Tutor (CT) was built at Carnegie Mellon 
University and is maintained and operated by Carnegie Learning Inc.3 In this soft-
ware, each student has a personalized “problem-solving” space, with just-in-time 
feedback and detailed tracking of his or her progress [3]. CT follows a personalized 
self-paced approach, allowing students to sequentially tackle progressively more dif-
ficult tasks. It tracks students’ progress in real time as they answer questions, ask for 

                                                             
2 We acknowledge the generous support of district-municipality authorities, school principals 

and teachers together with funding from the Inter-American Development Bank (grant 
ATN/KK-11117-RS) and CONICYT-Chile (project FONDEF-D10i1286). 

3 Cognitive tutoring technology is a trademark property of Carnegie Learning Inc. 
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help and solve problems. It provides personalized feedback and hints when errors are 
made in key points [4].  

Cognitive tutors have shown considerable potential, and evidence in the literature 
indicates that they are effective in improving mathematics and science problem-
solving skills [5], [6]. Specific mathematics cognitive tutors have been used in large 
school systems (primary/secondary level) in the United States, including Los Angeles 
and Chicago, as well as in rural areas [7].  

1.2 Cognitive Tutor Strategies 

The main objective of the CT software is to provide each student with a unique, en-
riched environment where he/she can interact with the system by solving specific 
problems. Multiple graphical representations can be explored by the student for crea-
tive thinking practice [8], [9], [10]. 

The software presents a problem and the student is requested to work towards the 
solution. Instead of jumping to the final answer, the software provides step-by-step 
scaffolding [11]. This divide-&-conquer strategy asks specific questions, from easier 
to more complex, so that the student can advance at his/her own pace in the solution 
of the problem.  

The first question in each problem presented to the student is always related to the 
appropriate reading of the problem narrative. The next questions (posed by the soft-
ware) guide the student towards the solution of the problem4. 

The student gets feedback (positive or negative points in a roster of skills to be 
achieved) whenever he/she answers questions within a problem. This immediate 
feedback is continuously represented via a “skill-o-meter” in the interface of the tutor 
[12]. Based on the “skill-o-meter” we have developed a web-based tool that provides 
teachers with a complete view of students’ progress, both at an individual and full 
class scale. The teacher knows at any time where individual students are standing and 
thus can give them reinforcement on topics of struggle [13].  

2 Experimental Study 

The broad objective of the study is to understand how the culture-oriented challenges, 
that may be an obstacle for the implementation of an intelligent tutoring system in 
schools, can be characterized to detect deal-breaker barriers at an early stage of the 
implementation. We state that dealing with these obstacles is a condition sine qua non 
to successfully engage teachers, school authorities and students in an intelligent tutor-
ing environment, hence the importance of achieving this goal. 

The key questions are:  Which are the culture-oriented challenges that can be iden-
tified during the experimentation?  Which are the critical factors that can be deduced 
from the cultural challenges?  Are there verifiable achievement indicators that can be 

                                                             
4 There is extensive literature with thorough description of CT technology ([2], [4], [6], [7], 

[8]). 
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linked to those challenges? How can these indicators be arranged into an evaluation 
instrument to be used as a guideline for teachers and school authorities in the process 
of setting up an intelligent tutoring implementation? 

2.1 Methodology 

Building from experiences in USA, the Chilean initiative seeks an important innova-
tion: the definition and application of new teaching strategies that, based on the CT 
technology, are adapted to the local educational context. This starts with the negotia-
tion of change strategies with the district and school authorities. It follows with the 
involvement of teachers in training and instructional design blended-courses (90% of 
work is on-line) based on the CT. It culminates with the implementation of the tech-
nology-supported strategies in the math classroom.  

At an early stage, we decided to work with public Chilean schools (totally or par-
tially dependent of Municipalities) which enroll the largest percentages of vulnerable 
students and present the lowest learning results. These are the students with most 
diminished education opportunities explained by the lack of household economic 
resources. Once the schools were selected and authorities had committed their sup-
port, we provided training for teachers to engage them in the new strategies and tech-
nologies. Teacher involvement was the most critical issue in the implementation plan. 
The training goal was to achieve high motivation and strong commitment of the 
teachers towards the new technology-based strategies. However, a common denomi-
nator that plays against this goal is a dramatic lack of time for innovations on the part 
of the teachers. We also checked the technological infrastructure at the schools, 
providing support and solutions when needed5.   

In addition to the definition of the pedagogical strategies, we took an English ver-
sion of the software content and, considering cultural and contextual differences, 
transformed it into a Spanish version. Even though the underlying theory and struc-
ture of the software tool remains the same as in the English version, contents and 
exercises were localized to the local culture. Finally, we have conducted activities to 
collect the data needed for constructing the Diagnostic Chart. 

2.2 The Sample (2013-2014 Implementation) 

In general, the selection of the participating districts was a difficult process. It is ob-
vious that without full support and involvement of the district authorities, implemen-
tation was impractical. There were some initially invited districts that were necessary 
to discard due to their lack of real involvement. All schools within a district were 
invited to participate, but only a few of them decided to experiment with the CT tech-
nology. 

During the implementation process, a number of treatment schools dropped out for 
different reasons: problems with infrastructure, lack of involvement in training, reluc-

                                                             
5 Even though the technological infrastructure of public schools in Chile is generally adequate, 

in some cases we needed to provide local servers and networks due to low connectivity. 
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tance toward teaching changes, and lack of support from school authorities. Due to 
the training process most participating teachers were enthusiastic and willing to adopt 
the new strategies and technology. Some teachers (about 20% of initial participants) 
didn’t have enough time to complete the training. The later ones constituted drop-outs 
from the implementation and in some cases the school as a whole could not partici-
pate. Table 1 shows the total number of participants separated by geographic location 
(Villarrica is mainly a rural area.) 

Table 1. Total number of participants by geographic location 

 

2.3 Culture-Oriented Challenges 

Culture-oriented challenges continue to be a significant obstacle in the adoption of 
new technologies for the classroom and lab as means of improving teaching practices 
[14]. Based on the literature and best practices in industry [15], in our experimenta-
tion we have identified a number of these challenges, which rise up as significant 
barriers to be dealt with in the implementation of intelligent tutors6. We have grouped 
them in 5 categories or dimensions: (1) Pedagogical processes (teaching & learning); 
(2) Organizational strategies and structure; (3) Organizational culture (teacher’s atti-
tudes towards change and technology); (4) Human resources (teachers’ skills and 
knowledge; student attitudes); (5) Technology acquisition and deployment.  

A characterization of these dimensions can be obtained by a series of questions to 
be answered during the study (i.e., observations, interviews, empirical data analysis), 
as follows.  

(1) Pedagogical processes (teaching & learning): Are the actual teaching pro-
cesses adequate for improved learning? Are these processes student-centered 
or teacher-centered? Is the technology used to innovate (and improve) the 
teaching process or just to micro-improve a specific task (i.e., projectors for 
lectures, e-books for reading)? 

(2) Organizational Strategies and Structure: Are the organization’s structures 
and strategies adequate to motivate, lead and perform effective changes in 
the teaching processes? Is it feasible to implement changes in the classroom? 
Do authorities facilitate resources (equipment, time for training, planning, 
and implementation) to involved teachers? 

                                                             
6 We focus here on “organizational” culture as opposed to “ethnical” culture. Notwithstanding, 

there are organizational issues that may be influenced by the local culture, such as dealing 
with scarce resources, poor planning and assessment, social unrest, vulnerable student com-
munities, etc.  

Schools Teachers Courses Students
Santiago 17 36 76 2915
Villarrica 5 7 14 340
Others 4 6 8 95

TOTAL 26 49 98 3350
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(3) Organizational Culture: Are teachers comfortable-satisfied with the actu-
al pedagogical strategies? Are they committed to introduce changes for im-
provement? Using the CT technology, was it possible to change the class-
room-lab processes? Were the resources assigned (by school authorities) 
adequate? Were there other critical factors? Do teachers perceive that the 
resources and support for innovation are adequate? 

(4) Human Resources: Is the teacher’s level of proficiency in the domain 
(math) adequate for teaching? Do teachers master the features present in 
the CT technology? Are the teachers confident on the contributions of 
technology for improved learning? Are they confident on the CT technolo-
gy? What is the student’s attitude towards learning, technology and math? 

(5) Technology Acquisition and Deployment: Are there enough computers 
in the lab for a “one computer per student” strategy? Are there enough lo-
cal area networks (e.g., Wi-Fi) to support the use of the new technology? Is 
there a sound Internet connection and Web services? Does the school have 
appropriate technical support? 

3 Results and Discussion 

Using assessment instruments such as interviews and surveys, during the experimen-
tation we have identified specific factors for each dimension of culture-oriented chal-
lenges.  These factors can be evaluated by means of achievement indicators.  The set 
of dimensions, factors and achievement indicators provide a coherent characterization 
of culture-oriented challenges found in our study.  What follows is a brief description 
of factors and indicators for each dimension. 

3.1 Factors and Achievements for Culture-Oriented Dimensions 

As shown in Table 2, within the “Pedagogical Processes” dimension we have iden-
tified two factors: teaching strategies and teaching tools. 

Table 2. Factors and Indicators for Pedagogical Processes (Dimension 1) 

Factor Achievement Indicator 

Teaching strategies Facilitates a student-centered process v/s teacher-centered. 

Teaching tools 
Use of technology tools 
Use of other resources in the classroom (hands-on material, etc.) 

 
The “Organizational Strategies and Structure” dimension addresses school’s organ-

izational structure and strategies for teaching-learning innovations. In this matter, 
school’s authorities have the main saying; they should be motivators and promoters of 
transformations in the classroom. If authorities are open to changes, it is necessary to 
verify the feasibility of these transformations.  Table 3 summarizes factors and 
achievement indicators for this dimension. 
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Table 3. Factors and Indicators for Organizational Strategies and Structures (Dim. 2) 

Factor Achievement Indicator 

 
Authorities motivated to-
wards changes 

 

Interested in innovative pedagogical activities (with or without technol-
ogy). 
Comfortable with current teaching strategies. 
Encourages teachers towards changes. 
Values the use of technology for teaching-learning. 
Positive evaluation of CT as a new learning strategies 

Feasibility of 
implementation 

Facilitates pedagogical innovations in the school. 
Facilitates the use of technology in the classroom. 

Resources for teacher 

Provides enough time for planning activities. 
Provides extra time for training activities. 
Provides enough time for implementation. 
Encourages school community involvement in innovation. 
Provides resources. 

 
As part of the third dimension, organizational culture of a school, teachers are the 

most important agents of change and innovation in the classroom. Table 4 shows 
factors and achievement indicators for this dimension.  

Table 4. Factors and Indicators for Organizational Culture (Dimension 3) 

Factor Achievement Indicator 

Teacher’s motivation 
towards change 

Open to innovative pedagogical activities (with or without technology). 
Performs innovative pedagogical activities (with or without technology). 
Feels pleased about current teaching strategies. 
Encourages other teachers towards changes. 
Values the use of technology and CT for teaching. 

Feasibility of imple-
mentation in the school 

There is enough time for re-planning learning activities. 
There is enough time for attending training sessions. 
There is enough time to carry out the implementation. 
The school community is engage and supportive towards innovation. 
There are resources to carry out the innovation activities. 

Training in new con-
tents, methods and tools 

Interest in training. 
Suggests training opportunities to his or her colleagues and school authori-
ties. 
Participates in training sessions (school authorities initiative) 
Participates in training sessions (personal initiative) 

 
Within the “Human Resources” dimension, we consider teachers and students as 

shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Factors and Achievement Indicators for Human Resources (Dim. 4) 

Factor Achievement Indicator 

Teacher’s tech skills Mastering technology, at a user level: Internet, desktop tools. 

Teacher’s attitude towards 
technology 

Introduction of technology into the annual or semester class planning 
Positive opinion towards the use of technology for teaching. 

Teacher’s self-perception 
towards math 

Self-confidence on knowledge for domain area. 
Masters the learning objectives of the grade he/she teaches. 
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Factor Achievement Indicator 
Teacher’s mastery level of 
CT software (technology and 
contents) 

Check the lessons in “student” mode. 
Identifies fundamental strategies present in the CT software 
Understands CT methodology for problem solving and scaffolding 

Teacher’s confidence with 
technology based strategies 

Self-confidence on his/her technology skills  
Comfort level regarding technology 

Student’s attitude towards 
technology 

Interested in carrying out activities using technology 
Positive opinion towards the use of CT in the math classroom 
High level of comfort in using CT for math learning 

Student’s attitude towards 
math Improved perception about math after using the CT technology 

 
Factors and achievement indicators for the “Technology Acquisition and Deploy-

ment” dimension are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. Factors and Indicators for Technology Acquisition and Deployment (Dim. 5) 

Factor Achievement Indicator 
Computers availability Feasibility for adapting a one-computer-per-student strategy. 
Internet connection and local 
networks 

Sufficient Internet access and local area networks for full deployment of 
one-computer-per-student in a class.  

Technical support 1.1 Permanent technical support staff for the lab. 
Lab administrator present during lab sessions. 

Exclusive dedication of 
technical resources 

Technical resources used exclusively for educational purposes (as op-
posed to administrative).  

3.2 Diagnostic Chart 

Following the dimensions, factors and indicators presented in the previous section, we 
have constructed a Diagnostic Chart of culture-oriented factors. With this tool we can 
pin-point those issues that seriously impact or endanger the feasibility of the imple-
mentation. Even though the chart is a result of our experimentation, it could be used 
in future studies to identify pre-conditions to be solved at an earlier stage of an intelli-
gent tutoring endeavor. 

Table 7. Diagnostic Chart Application: Critical Factors for Drop-Out Schools 

School Culture-Oriented Factors that Constrained the Implementation 

School 1 
Dim 2: Authorities (school principal and academic coordinator) were not motivated to-
wards changing the actual teaching methodology. 
Dim 4: Lack of technological skills among teachers. 

School 2 

Dim 2: Authorities (school principal and academic coordinator) were not motivated to-
wards changing the actual teaching methodology. 
Dim 5: No enough computers; lack of a reliable Internet connection; lack of technical 
support. 

School 3 
Dim 2: Authorities (school principal and academic coordinator) were not motivated to-
wards changing the actual teaching methodology. 
Dim 5: Lack of a reliable Internet connection and local networks. 

School 4 Dim 5: Lack of a reliable Internet connection and local networks. 

School 5 Dim 3, 4: Teachers not open to change. Teachers do not value the use of CT technology. 
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We have used the diagnostic chart to assess the results of the experimentation with 

26 schools in urban and rural areas. Out of 26 participating schools, 5 of them showed 
culture-oriented issues that endangered the implementation effort (resulting in drop-
outs). These drop-outs and related inhibiting factors are shown in Table 7.   

It could be inferred from Table 7 that the most frequent culture-oriented inhibitors 
(in our experimentation) are the ones related to “Technology Acquisition and De-
ployment” (Dim. 5), “Organizational Strategies and Structures” (Dim. 2) and “Human 
Resources” (Dim. 4). 

4 Conclusions 

Based on the analysis of culture-oriented factors encountered during our experimenta-
tion, we have constructed an instrument that helps identifying schools likely to drop 
out from an intelligent tutoring endeavor.  Although the sample size is relatively small 
(5 out of 26 schools drop-out), observations in the field clearly highlight those factors 
which are critical in the implementation. 

Cultural factors that had more impact on our experimentation (diminishing though 
the feasibility of implementation) are, in order of importance: 

• Innovation is not facilitated by school authorities; no interest on innovative tech-
nologies. 

• Lack of adequate Internet connection and local area networks. 
• Lack of positive attitude towards changes (authorities and teachers). 
• Teacher’s claim that there are not enough resources to implement. 

It can be noticed that there were no cultural issues related to students. According to 
our surveys and interviews, all drop-outs were due to problems with infrastructure, 
reluctance toward teaching changes, and lack of support from school authorities. De-
spite the sense that change was difficult for the teachers and administration, the fact 
that 100% of non-drop-out teachers and authorities want to continue using the CT 
technology in the future is an encouraging result that shows motivation and willing-
ness to change once the value of the new technology is established.     
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Abstract. This paper presents some of the challenges encountered by a field re-
search team when deploying an educational game for Physics.  These included 
problems with site infrastructure and institutional support, logistical challenges, 
compliance with ethics requirements, launch delays, and student inattention or 
misunderstanding of directions. The paper shares these experiences with the 
wider community to help fellow researchers prepare, should they decide to con-
duct field studies in the Philippines. 

Keywords: intelligent tutoring systems · research methods · field study· Phys-
ics Playground 

1 Introduction 

In 2012, two experienced human-computer interaction researchers said, “Fieldwork 
takes you to strange locations to meet new people.  Despite the best-laid plans, sur-
prises will happen and some amount of mayhem will ensue [5].” Nowhere is this 
more true than during attempts to transfer software or field methods from a developed 
country to the developing world. Because the software or field methods are usually 
designed in and for developed countries, the assumptions made during the design 
process and the circumstances surrounding deployment vary, sometimes extremely, 
from ground conditions in other countries. When describing the deployment of an 
American intelligent tutoring system in Brazil, Ogan and colleagues [4] found that 
most students had no computers in their homes, that teachers had little to no technolo-
gy expertise and were not familiar with ways in which computers could be used for 
education. On a technical level, schools had a limited number of computers for stu-
dent use and the ones that were available were often riddled with viruses. Other barri-
ers discussed extensively in [2] include data costs, Internet reliability, the availability 
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and reliability of electricity, and localization of content in terms of both culture and 
language. 

Since 2006, the Ateneo Laboratory for the Learning Sciences (ALLS) has been 
conducting field studies in different schools all over the Philippines.  In [6], key 
members of ALLS documented five of the challenges of transferring Western educa-
tional software and study methods to the Philippines. As in both [2] and [4], [6] ob-
served that the overall level of technology adoption for education was generally low 
and that technology infrastructure was generally limited. [6] further added that school 
support, while essential, was not always easy to obtain. Students were culturally con-
ditioned to be respectful of authority, therefore the presence of observers sometimes 
had an effect on behavior.  Finally, typhoons are common occurrences in the Philip-
pines. In one field experiment, they disrupted data gathering and introduced a possible 
confound: post-traumatic stress. 

The goal of this paper is to present the challenges that confronted another ALLS 
research team during a more recent study.  The goal of the paper is to describe addi-
tional considerations that researchers should take into account when planning field 
studies. 

“It’s More Fun in the Philippines” is the country’s official tourism tagline, which 
presents how otherwise mundane activities such as commuting (as seen in Fig. 1) are 
more fun in the country by highlighting places, activities, and artifacts that are 
uniquely Filipino.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Example poster of the “It’s More Fun in the Philippines” tourism campaign. 

2 Description of the Field Study 

Data from 180 students was collected over three weeks from January to February 
2015 in three schools (Sites A, B, and C) in different regions of the Philippines. The 
goals of the study were to assess the persistence and affect of students using an educa-
tional game for Physics, and to determine any differences among the different region-
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al groups.  The subsections that follow describe the methods and materials used to 
these ends. 
 
2.1 Learning Environment 

Data was gathered from students using Newton's Playground (now Physics Play-
ground, PP). PP is a computer game for physics that was designed to help secondary 
school students understand qualitative physics. Qualitative physics is a nonverbal, 
conceptual understanding of how the physical world operates [7]. 

PP is a two-dimensional computer-based game that requires the player to guide a 
green ball to a red balloon. Two example levels are shown in Fig.1. PP has 74 levels 
that require the player to guide a green ball to a red balloon. The game presents these 
levels divided into eight different playgrounds. The player achieves this goal by draw-
ing agents (ramps, pendulums, springboards, or levers) or by nudging the ball to the 
left or right by clicking on it.  The moment the objects are drawn, they behave accord-
ing to the law of gravity and Newton’s 3 laws of motion [7]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Example PP levels. 

 
A ramp is any line drawn that helps to guide a ball in motion. A ramp is useful 

when a ball must travel over a hole. A lever rotates around a fixed point, usually 
called a fulcrum or pivot point. Levers are useful when a player wants to move the 
ball vertically. A swinging pendulum directs an impulse tangent to its direction of 
motion. The pendulum is useful when the player wants to exert a horizontal force. A 
springboard stores elastic potential energy provided by a falling weight. Springboards 
are useful when the player wants to move the ball vertically. In Fig. 2, the level on the 
left requires a pendulum, and the level on the right requires a lever. 

During gameplay, PP automatically generates log files. Each level a student plays 
creates a corresponding log file, which tracks every interaction the student has with 
the game in terms of particular counts and times for selected features of gameplay. 
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2.2 Participants 

Data were gathered from 180 students in the Philippines, equally divided among three 
geographical locations in the country: 60 eighth grade students from Baguio City, 60 
tenth grade students from Cebu City, and 60 eighth grade students from Davao City.  
 
2.3 The Observation Protocol 

The Baker-Rodrigo-Ocumpaugh Monitoring Protocol (BROMP) is a protocol for 
quantitative field observations of student affect and engagement-related behavior, 
described in detail in [3]. The affective states observed within Physics Playground in 
this study were engaged concentration, confusion, frustration, boredom, happiness, 
delight, and curiosity. The affective categories were drawn from [1].  

Participants were divided equally among the two to three BROMP-certified ob-
servers present per session. Students were observed in 5 to 8 second intervals through 
each site’s respective observation period, resulting in at least one observation per 
student per minute. If the student exhibited two or more distinct states during his or 
her respective observation period, the observers only coded the first state.  

The observers recorded their observations using the Human Affect Recording 
Tool, or HART. HART is an Android application developed to guide researchers in 
conducting quantitative field observations according to BROMP, and facilitate syn-
chronization of BROMP data with educational software log data. 
 
2.4 Data Collection Methods 

Before playing PP, students completed a demographics sheet and a 16-item multiple-
choice pretest. Students then played the game for a certain period of time (i.e., 90 
minutes in Site A, 75 minutes in Site B, and 30 minutes in Site C), during which the 
trained BROMP observers coded student affect and behavior on the HART applica-
tion. After completing gameplay, participants completed a 16-item multiple-choice 
posttest. The pretest and posttest were designed to assess knowledge of physics con-
cepts, and have been used in previous studies involving PP [7]. 

3 Challenges Encountered 

Poverty is intrinsic to the Philippine situation, and as such, the adoption of infor-
mation and communication technologies (ICTs) in the classrooms of the Philippines 
has been slow and marred by hindrances and limitations. Of the 46,000 public schools 
run by the country’s Department of Education (DepEd), for example, about 8,000 
have no power, and even more have no connectivity. There also exists a tremendous 
need for ICT integration in pre- and in-service teacher training in order to gain appre-
ciation for the use of technology in the curriculum and in the classroom. 

As in [6], infrastructure and institutional support remained challenging. This field 
study also introduced new challenges in terms of logistics, compliance with ethics 
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requirements, launch delays, and student inattention or misunderstanding of direc-
tions.  
 
3.1 Infrastructure 
 
In preparation for data gathering, arrangements were made with on-site counterparts 
to have the software installed and tested prior to the arrival of the research team. PP 
requires several peripherals in order to launch smoothly. An error thrown by any of 
these necessary components can cause faulty data capture, which can result in having 
to throw out gathered data, or cause the game not to run at all. The three main compo-
nents necessary for PP to run are 1) the software itself, 2) a steady Internet connection 
not blocked by a firewall or proxy, and 3) a webcam to record the participants’ facial 
expressions. 

A previous research project outside of this project’s scope already required the 
team to install and debug the system in the past.  Hence, the research team had solu-
tions to problems encountered before. Site A, however, experienced problems with 
the installation of the software and hardware drivers, which required around three 
hours of debugging possible conflicts in the computer laboratory's system configura-
tions, including webcam driver incompatibilities and the unstable Internet connection. 
PP had been running smoothly on one machine, but continued to encounter launch 
errors on every other machine in the computer laboratory.  The team eventually found 
that the machines were configured to use a virtual environment, which was causing 
conflicts with the PP software installation and webcam drivers. Once the virtual envi-
ronment was disabled, PP ran smoothly. 

PP’s Internet connection posed a technical challenge.  The Internet connection 
was essential for the game’s timing functionality to run smoothly. The timing func-
tionality’s main purpose is to synchronize all interaction events with Internet time, 
allowing for a unified set of timestamps for all the participants, as well as for the 
BROMP coders. Having to synchronize multiple data sources (including human-
recorded data) into a single time-stream is a challenge all on its own; having to deal 
with time inconsistencies in the process makes the task much harder, and the resulting 
analyses less accurate.  

This timing functionality on PP can be turned off optionally (though it is not ad-
vised), requiring the research team to take note of session start times manually. Com-
puter labs are usually protected by firewalls and proxies, and as such, the research 
team had made it a point to request for a firewall exception and for proxies to be disa-
bled a week before data gathering. The research team had to disable the timing func-
tionality of the software in Site B because the administration would not allow addition 
of a firewall exception for the timeserver. Another solution to this issue could be the 
use of a local time server. 

Another critical issue of PP is that, in order to ensure that the interaction logs and 
video files are properly saved to secondary storage, the software must exit cleanly. On 
several occasions, the research team observed that the software did not exit properly. 
This was consistently experienced in Site B, wherein the software had to be forcefully 
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terminated before log files could be retrieved from temporary folders. Conversely, the 
problem was only encountered on two occasions in Site A, and never in Site C. 
 
3.2 Institutional Support 
 
Institutional support, in this case, refers to the willingness of the institution to partici-
pate in the study and their readiness to make adjustments to accommodate the ar-
rangements required to properly conduct the study. These adjustments include, but are 
not limited to, scheduling of the experiment and access to the computer laboratories 
and the students. 

The research team received some resistance from the school administration in 
Site B. Consent forms had been distributed to participants a week prior to data gather-
ing, but had not been collected at the time of the research team’s arrival. This caused 
concerns about research methods and scheduling, which ultimately led to the delay in 
system configuration and installation. School officials did not allow the local ground 
team to begin software and hardware installation until two days before the beginning 
of data gathering. Fortunately, installation and launching in Site B ran smoothly, and 
data gathering was able to proceed as scheduled. 

The study was designed to be conducted over a period of three hours, allotting 30 
minutes each for both the pretest and posttest, as well as delays in arrival and about 90 
to 120 minutes of interaction with the software. Site B allotted only two hours for 
each session, including buffers for delay in arrival, introductions, and the administra-
tion of the pretest and the posttest. As a result, students were only able to interact with 
the software for 70-75 minutes per session. 

Site C posed the most limitations in the schedule for data gathering. Instead of 
the prescribed three-hour period, each session was only allotted about 90 minutes, 
including the delayed arrival of the participants and the administration of the pretest 
and the posttest. To maximize the allotted time, PP was launched on each system 
before the participants arrived, which minimized the problems usually encountered 
when launching the software. As a result, students only interacted with the software 
for 30-45 minutes. 

The final component of the study’s design was the administration of a delayed 
posttest. Local teams in each site were instructed to administer a posttest exactly one 
week after a participant’s interaction with the software. Due to the limited time, re-
stricted by the school's schedule of activities as they were already on their final weeks 
of the semester, the delayed posttest was not administered to participants in Site C. 
 
3.3 Logistics  

Two local high schools took part in the study in Site A. Students here needed to travel 
from their high school campuses to the site where the study was conducted.  School A 
had asked the research team to arrange for transportation of their participating stu-
dents one week ahead of data gathering: from their high school to the data gathering 
venue, and vice versa once the session was over. As a result, members of the team 
were able to commission transportation for the 30 students coming from School A.  
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Conversely, School B instructed their students to proceed to the venue on their 
own. Because students had to manage their own transportation and because their 
commute was not properly managed, more than half of the time allotted (i.e., about an 
hour and a half) for the data gathering session was spent waiting for the participants to 
arrive. The delay caused the research team to shorten the interaction time with the 
software. For the succeeding groups of students from School B, the research team 
hired a shuttle service to transport the students to the venue in order to ensure timely 
arrival. 

 
3.4 Compliance with Ethics Requirements  

In line with university's guidelines on ethical research, the team was required to pre-
pare and collect informed consent forms from each participant and his/her parents. 
While the study's data collection methods were non-invasive, the requirement applied 
to this study because interacting with the software required capturing the participant's 
face on video throughout the session. 

Although arrangements were made with the partner schools in advance, only 
School A in Site A was able to distribute and collect the consent forms prior to the 
scheduled data gathering sessions. In effect, counterparts in Site A collected the con-
sent forms from School B after the study was conducted, then sent the forms to the 
research team via courier. Similarly, counterparts in Site B also collected the consent 
forms one week after the study was conducted, and scanned copies were electronical-
ly sent to the research team.  

Site C, being the last leg in the data gathering push, presented the most difficulty 
as their school year was already coming to a close. A week after data gathering had 
concluded, the research team’s main counterpart in Site C said that, with the limited 
time and schedule constraints, it was going to be impossible to distribute and collect 
the consent forms. The team reached out instead to another member of the local team 
in Site C, and only after explaining the gravity of the situation and offering to com-
pensate whoever can get it done was the request obliged. Consent forms were distrib-
uted, collected, and mailed back to the research team via courier within a week after 
contracting help.  
 
3.5 Launch Delays 

When launching PP, a number of technical problems sometimes occur. Most frequent-
ly, if the Internet is unstable when the game is launched, an error message will pop up 
saying that the game was unable to connect to the timeserver. Launching the game 
again usually resolves this issue. If the problem persists, however, the team had to 
resort to disabling the timing functionality of that specific machine. 

Another frequent error that occurs has to do with the webcam malfunctioning. 
Previous experience with the webcam and its connection to PP has shown that when 
other applications on the machine are using the webcam, it was likely to malfunction 
when PP was launched. As a result, the research team usually quit all webcam-related 
software before launching PP. Webcam-related errors popped up on several occasions 
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in Site A and Site B. Quitting and launching the game again usually resolves the prob-
lem as well. 

Also, in order to better manage webcam software, the research team had its own 
set of webcams, which they install onsite immediately before data gathering. In Site 
C, however, because the school’s officials wanted all students in each of the three 
participating classes to take part in the study, the research team had to use the built-in 
webcams of the site’s machines. These built-in webcams had built-in webcam soft-
ware that would pop up every time PP was launched. Because data gathering in Site C 
was already very limited time-wise, the research team resolved to launching the game 
before students arrived in order to address all launch delays before the session began. 

 
3.6.  Inattention to Directions 

 
Not listening, reading, understanding, and paying attention to instructions also con-
tributed to delays in gameplay. Because the timeserver synchronizes all student inter-
actions in its logs with Internet time, it is important that all participants in each ses-
sion begin at the same time. Once PP is launched, participants are asked to input a 
username (which is provided to them upon arrival), and to press OK. Participants will 
then be presented another screen to read, shown in Fig. 3, telling participants to wait 
for the moderator’s go signal before pressing OK again. Clicking this OK button 
launches the game and begins the logging sequence. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Instruction screen telling participants to wait. 

 
Participants are given the instructions to wait both verbally through the moderat-

ing member of the research team, and in writing through the pop-up screen in Fig. 3. 
Despite these, however, members of the research team have had to quit a game that 
was launched prematurely about two times every session. Once everyone is back on 
this screen and waiting for the go signal, participants are instructed to press OK, after 
which they are presented with a tutorial on how to play the game. 

This tutorial ends with a string of text, instructing the students to “hit ESCAPE 
and select ‘Quit’,” as shown in Fig. 4. The research team noticed that almost half the 
participant population in each session gets stuck on this screen, possibly waiting for 
an “ESCAPE” button to come up on screen, as opposed to tapping the Escape button 
on the keyboard, which in turn brings the menu up, and allows the participants to 
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click “Quit”, which then brings them back to the game’s main screen where they can 
choose what level they want to play.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Hit ESCAPE instruction. 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 

In an extensive literature review, [2] regards the Philippines as a significant producer 
of intelligent tutoring systems research outside of high-income nations.  This finding 
implies an openness to new technology as well as commitment of Filipino researchers 
to collaborate with their counterparts abroad and to shepherd the deployment and 
study of technology use to improve educational institutions.  However, many factors 
on the ground prevent adoption of these technologies. This paper describes some of 
the challenges that a Philippine team had to overcome to gather data from three local 
sites.   

Infrastructure and institutional support were major roadblocks in the research 
method’s smooth implementation. The learning environment used had three main 
components: the software itself, a stable Internet connection not blocked by a firewall 
or proxy, and a webcam. Any error produced by any of these three components results 
in faulty log capture, which eventually leads to data being thrown out. Having to en-
sure that each component runs without error in three separate data gathering sites in a 
country where education is only beginning to embrace the use of ICTs was the study’s 
biggest hurdle to overcome. On top of this, resistance from and miscommunication 
with school administrators had caused the delay of both hardware/software setup and 
compliance with ethics requirements. The other challenges encountered during the 
study’s execution were transportation arrangement, launch delays, and the students’ 
inattention to directions. 

All these challenges taken into consideration, there were some lessons learned in 
the process. In terms of dealing with institutional support and ethics compliance, start-
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ing the process early of arranging for data gathering schedules and the efficient distri-
bution and collection of ethical consent forms. Avoiding the conduct of studies to-
wards the end of the school year will give both the researchers and the partner institu-
tions more time to fix issues that may have arisen during research execution. In terms 
of research execution itself, controlling transportation to and from the data gathering 
sites will ensure the participants’ timely arrival, which is important especially when 
you are given only a certain number of hours for the session.  

For educational technology adoption to widen, researchers must continue to plan 
for and address these challenges, and to share these experiences with the wider com-
munity to inform like-minded researchers about what to expect when conducting 
fieldwork in the Philippines. 
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Abstract. Culturally sensitive educational technologies may be able to help improve under-
represented students’ learning and engagement when they are deployed in the classroom. How-
ever, there may be challenges integrating these systems into the classroom when the 
cultural components they incorporate are heavily stigmatized in contemporary socie-
ty. In this on-going work, we are using an action research approach to investigate how 
involving teachers in the design of these technologies may not only affect the effec-
tiveness of these interventions on students, but also teachers’ own ideologies sur-
rounding the targeted stigmatized cultural components.    
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1 Introduction 

The pervasive achievement gap between Euro-American and African American stu-
dents is perpetuated by challenging and inter-related factors, including access to re-
sources, socio-economic status, and racism (and vestiges of racism) in contemporary 
society [1]. One common manifestation of these vestiges of racism is a deficit per-
spective within the classroom, where the school system views certain aspects of a 
student’s cultural background as a challenge to overcome rather than an asset to lev-
erage [2]. For example, many African American students come into school as speak-
ers of a non-standard dialect of English called African American Vernacular English 
(AAVE), which is rarely represented, or even accepted, within the classroom. Despite 
that AAVE has great cultural importance for its speakers and linguists regard AAVE 
as valid and grammatically consistent, it is common practice for educators to criticize 
or even shame students for their use of this dialect [3], such as by saying that they are 
speaking incorrectly, or even that they sound like they belong on the streets. Howev-
er, some evidence suggests that when non-Standard English speakers are allowed to 
use their primary dialect within the classroom or when this dialect is represented in 
learning materials, students may improve on their task performance, academic en-
gagement, self-efficacy, and even their use of Standard English [4, 5, 6].  While this 
evidence is promising, standard teacher training programs rarely incorporate enough 
background in language variation to prepare teachers for methods of incorporating 
students’ dialect diversity into the classroom. For this reason, some researchers have 
proposed that culturally adaptive educational technologies may be a productive way 
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for students to gain access to learning materials that may best support their learning 
[7, 8, 9]. 

Despite the potential promise of these systems, a notable challenge in the design of 
culturally adaptive classroom technologies is ensuring that they work with, and not 
against, the teacher.  There is substantial evidence that teachers may be hesitant to 
incorporate classroom interventions that expose their students to stigmatized cultural 
behaviors such as non-standard dialect use. This is often due to lack of appropriate 
teacher training about cultural variation, misconceptions about the role of non-
standard dialect use in their students’ lives, and concern that they might accidentally 
cause offense and put their job at risk.  As interventions are less likely to be success-
ful if teachers do not believe that the systems are helping them meet their own goals 
[10], this may make even the most well-designed educational technologies unusable 
in real classroom settings.  In this work, we are investigating how an action research 
(AR) approach may be used to both design technologies that best meet teachers’ 
needs, while also helping them develop more progressive and positive ideologies 
about cultural variation. By action research, we refer to the cyclical process of re-
searchers working alongside community partners (in this case, educators) to create 
knowledge by learning through action – taking steps, reflecting on the outcomes, and 
iterating together [11]. In AR, the researcher works alongside the community partners 
to open up productive lines of communication and facilitate activities expected to 
create change, rather than as a distanced observer of subjects. This method will allow 
us to work alongside educators to quickly iterate on different ways of incorporating a 
technology that can use AAVE into the classroom. This will help us understand what 
social and scientific impacts these interventions may have on the classroom culture, as 
well as investigate how this collaborative design process itself impacts teachers’ ideo-
logies about their students. 

2 Previous Work on Culturally Aligned Technologies 

Over the past two decades, there have been a small but notable number of educational 
technologies that have considered how to align to students’ underrepresented cultural 
backgrounds. These projects demonstrate some of the potential scope for the impact 
culturally-aligned technologies may be able to have on students. For example, 
Pinkard’s work on literacy learning for young African American students resulted in 
two systems, Rappin’ Reader and Say Say Oh Playmate, which leveraged students’ 
culturally-based knowledge of rhythm patterns and clap sequences to acquire early 
literacy components through writing rap lyrics [7]. Rap lyrics were also applied in 
Gilbert’s African American Distributed Multiple Learning Styles Sys-
tem (AADMLSS) program, which is an intelligent tutoring system that additionally 
uses gaming components to allow students to practice math word problems where 
explanations are provided via rap lyrics that use AAVE features [8]. Other education-
al technologies have began exploring the potential impact of dialect congruence on 
students’ performance in other non-standard dialects, such as Mohammad’s Trinbago 
Adventures for Caribbean students, where students are allowed to customize the 
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amount of dialect features they hear (and other cultural references) within the system 
[9]. Each of these systems has demonstrated success with the underrepresented popu-
lation they had targeted, including both academic performance and student engage-
ment. However, the teachers’ response to these systems, and the potential impact that 
the deployment of these systems in the classroom had on the teachers over time, was 
either not performed or not reported. 

There have also been a small number of investigations that examine the impact of 
simply manipulating only the dialect used in a system. For example, in our own pre-
vious work, we have found that when AAVE-speaking 3rd grade students were ex-
posed to a system that provided them with identical science examples in either Stand-
ard English or AAVE, students demonstrated an average of two standard deviations 
improvement on the quality of their own science reasoning when they heard the ex-
ample in AAVE [12]. However, in follow-up interviews with teachers, we found that 
they would be very uncomfortable with deploying such a system to their students in 
the future, regardless of the potential learning benefits. The impact of a German non-
standard dialect was also investigated with German adults using a virtual agent who 
either spoke in Standard or Non-Standard German, finding that participants aligned 
their own dialect to match that of the agent, but that the Non-Standard agent was 
viewed as more likable [13]. In our current work, we are performing a similar analy-
sis, and investigating how 3rd grade AAVE-speaking students’ language use, self-
efficacy, language ideologies, and science achievement is impacted by a virtual agent 
who either exclusively speaks Standard English or code-switches between Standard 
English and AAVE based on context over the course of six weeks. Previous work 
with this virtual agent, Alex, found that even during one session with the character, 
students switched between dialect features based on context along with the agent – 
even though they did not perform this type of code-switching with their teachers [14].  

3 Educational Interventions to Impact Teacher Ideologies 

Our previous research (in preparation) has found that teachers would be very hesitant 
to expose their students to AAVE via an educational technology, regardless of the 
potential learning benefits to students. This is consistent with what other researchers 
have found about integrating non-technical curricula into the classroom. However, 
research suggests that if teachers feel that an educational technology is working to 
support their overall goals, it is possible that teachers may experience a pedagogical 
evolution [10], whereby the technologies in their classrooms may support and struc-
ture class activities that the educator previously did not think possible. The challenge, 
then, is identifying methods for integrating these technological systems into a class-
room in a way that is able to work with, rather than against, educators.  

To address this problem, some designers of non-virtual curricula have found it ef-
fective to host professional development workshops with teachers to help teach them 
about linguistic variation [4, 15]. When paired with this knowledge, teachers become 
able to not just host the intervention within their classroom (such as is often the case 
with technologies), but also become active facilitators of the learning activities with 
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their students. In fact, there is additionally evidence that when teachers have the op-
portunity to teach a pre-packaged learning activity involving linguistic variation to 
their students themselves, they develop a stronger positive change in their own ideo-
logies compared to teachers who only attend professional development workshops 
[4]. These findings support the potential positive impact of action research on influ-
encing teachers’ ideologies, as action research involves many of these components, 
such as professional development discussions facilitated by researchers, reflection 
with other peer educators, and implementation of curricula within the classroom.   

4 Investigating the impact of culturally aligned systems 

The goal of this work is to employ AR approaches with urban elementary school 
teachers to promote a positive change in the often-negative classroom culture sur-
rounding students from linguistically-diverse backgrounds. To do this, our approach 
will involve a combination of professional development workshops surrounding lan-
guage variation, group reflection discussions about what learning goals they feel are 
important for their students to know regarding language variation, and hands-on activ-
ities to develop classroom activities to meet some of those identified learning goals. 
The classroom activities will involve the use of Alex, a virtual peer character capable 
of communicating to students about different science activities and some other social 
topics (e.g., video games) in either Standard English or AAVE (described above). 
Because one of the noted reasons that many teachers avoid talking about AAVE with 
students is many do not identify as speakers of this dialect, a system that is able to 
demonstrate dialect differences as a peer to the students may be a productive platform 
for helping to introduce this discussion. We additionally argue that providing educa-
tors with an existing technology that can be deployed differently in the context of 
different classroom activities may allow us to more efficiently iterate new ideas into 
the classroom.  

In this planned work, we will work with approximately ten educators between two 
and four times a month for a full semester to facilitate and participate in these discus-
sions and lesson plan design sessions. We will aim for teachers to deploy a new class-
room activity surrounding the virtual character in the classroom approximately twice 
a month throughout the semester. We expect a large variation in the sorts of activities 
teachers design, for example, ranging from using the technology as part of a guided 
class discussion and worksheet, to a hands-on group activity where students are asked 
to make the character speak differently in different situations. The researchers and 
each of the teachers will observe how the students interact with the class activity, and 
bring their observations to the group discussion the following week. This discussion 
will spark teachers’ iterations on their next class activity.  

We will perform pre- and post-intervention measures including meta-linguistic 
awareness, language ideology, and dialect use for both teachers and students. These 
quantitative measures will be paired with qualitative measures of how different activi-
ties promoted different sorts of student interactions and responses and the types of 
interactions students and teachers shared throughout the lesson. We are currently 
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performing a pilot analysis of this process with three elementary school teachers at a 
local, urban 100% African American charter school to help prepare us for the upcom-
ing semester-long study. Through this pilot and the full-length study, we aim to gain a 
better understanding of how culturally-aligned educational technologies, and the col-
laborative process of designing them with teachers, may impact the classroom culture 
in ways that support positive social change. 
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